Image-based garment transfer systems aim to swap the desired clothes from a model to arbitrary users. However, existing works cannot provide the capacity for users to try on various fashion articles according to their wishes, i.e., users can decide which article (e.g., tops, pants or both) to be swapped. In this paper, we propose an Inpainting-based Virtual Try-On Network (I-VTON) which allows the user to try on arbitrary clothes from the model image in a selective manner. To realize the selectivity, we reshape the virtual try-on as a task of image inpainting. Firstly, the texture from the garment and the user are extracted respectively to form a coarse result. In this phase, users can decide which clothes they hope to try on via an interactive texture control mechanism. Secondly, the missing regions in the coarse result are recovered via a Texture Inpainting Network (TIN). We introduce a triplet training strategy to ensure the naturalness of the final result. Qualitative and quantitative experimental results demonstrate that I-VTON outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on both the garment details and the user identity. It is also confirmed our approach can flexibly transfer the clothes in a selective manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent researches on image synthesis [1] - [4] bring an interesting virtual try-on technology, namely image-based garment transfer [5] , [6] . Given a user image and a model image, its task is to synthesize a new image of the user wearing the model's clothes. It is expected to be a promising technology for online shopping where impulse buying and fast fashion are growing trends [7] , [8] . Imagine a female/male customer wants to know the compatibility of her/his own pants against the model's top, only her/his top needs to be swapped. In such scenarios, a selective garment transfer system, which can swap arbitrary clothes according to the user's wishes, is more practical, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
However, previous works on image-based virtual tryon [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] did not take this interaction with users into consideration. Han et al. [9] and Wang et al. [10] both required in-shop clothes images, which are inconvenient for different types of clothes since prior knowledge about dressing is needed. Furthermore, the requirement of clean product images makes it somehow impractical in the real world. More
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Habib Ullah. recently, Raj et al. [5] and Wu et al. [6] proposed the garment transfer approaches which replaced the clothes image with the image of the model wearing the clothes. But their works are inefficient in transferring specified clothes from the model image, since they only support all clothes swapping [5] or need to train extra networks for different types of clothes [6] . Therefore, it is a challenge to make the garment transfer in a selective manner.
Moreover, most related approaches only focus on preserving the detailed garment. To eliminate the effect of the user's original clothes, these methods replaced the user texture with an abstract person representation [9] , [10] or mainly utilized the texture from the model image [5] , [6] . As a result, these methods often fail to generate reasonable user texture (e.g., skin and hair). Maintaining the user texture, which indicates the user identity, is equally important, especially for the selective garment transfer. The reason is that the rest region of the user should not be changed when swapping the specified clothes.
Additionally, it is difficult to prepare a dataset for the task of garment transfer, which requires each training sample contains the user image, the model image, and the image of the user wearing the model's clothes. And it would be more complex for the selective garment transfer. Current methods solved this problem by using the self-supervised training. Raj et al. [5] used a single image with its augmentations as a training sample, and Wu et al. [6] proposed an unpair-pair joint training strategy. But the texture details in the results are still not preserved well for these methods.
To solve the aforementioned challenges, we propose an end-to-end framework called Inpainting-based Virtual Try-On Network (I-VTON) to transfer arbitrary clothes from the model to the user in a selective manner. It only requires the users to provide their own images and the choices of which clothes in the model images to try-on. We consider our task as a problem of image inpainting [11] , [12] to preserve the maximum texture details, and introduce an interactive texture control mechanism to achieve the selectivity, i.e., it enables a user to try on specific regions (e.g. top, bottom).
More specifically, I-VTON includes three stages: 1) Remapping the garment texture from the model image according to the dense pose results. 2) Synthesizing a plausible human parsing of the user wearing the desired clothes via Parsing Inference Network (PIN) followed by extracting the user texture based on it. 3) Combining the two textures into a coarse result which may contain inevitable missing regions and refining it via a Texture Inpainting Network (TIN).
A triplet training strategy and a skin loss are applied to improve the final results. Qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that I-VTON outperforms four state-ofthe-art methods on a dataset proposed by Han et al. [9] . We also show the selectivity of our method by defining three swapping ways.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• To our best knowledge, this is the first selective garment transfer framework that can flexibly transfer the clothes in a selective manner.
• By converting our task into image inpainting, we introduce an interactive texture control mechanism to avoid training extra networks, and we introduce a triplet training strategy to recover the missing regions more naturally.
• We make full use of the user texture by inferring a plausible human parsing and introduce a skin loss to maintain the skin color of users.
II. RELATED WORK A. HUMAN REPRESENTATION
Extracting human representation can be regarded as a preprocessing step for conditional human generation including the task of virtual try-on. Previous works [5] , [9] , [10] , [13] extract human representation by either human pose estimation [14] or human parsing [15] or both. Human pose estimation provides global human structure via body joints, whereas human parsing focuses on pix-level understanding via fine-grained semantics (e.g., body parts and clothing) [16] . More recently, Güler et al. [17] proposed DensePose dataset to build correspondences from RGB images to 3D surfaces of the human body base on the skinned multi-person linear model (SMPL) [18] . They also proposed DensePose-RCNN to predicate dense pose points of human images. As the dense pose provides surface-based texture information, we can remap the texture of desired clothes to align with the user image. It is noteworthy that the dense pose includes not only UV coordinates but also body segmentation. Both are used in our framework.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
Image-based virtual try-on technology is essentially image synthesis for generating a new image based on the visual information of humans and clothes. Since a new framework Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) proposed in 2014 [19] , many researchers [1] , [3] , [20] , [21] demonstrated its great potential to generate photo-realistic images.
1) POSE-CONDITIONED HUMAN IMAGE GENERATION
Pose-conditioned human image generation [13] , [22] - [24] , which aims to generate a new person image in a different pose based on a reference image, is most related to the image-based garment transfer task [5] , [6] . One of the big challenges for both tasks is how to preserve the texture details from the reference image. Ma et al. [22] solved it by using a two-stage coarse-to-fine strategy. Deformable GANs [13] introduced a deformable skip connection to align the feature map according to the 2D pose keypoints. Neverova [24] proposed a more accurate method to warp the texture by utilizing the dense pose results [17] . An overview of I-VTON. We extract the garment texture M tex and the user texture U tex separately, then refine the coarse result U coarse . Our framework consists of three modules: 1) We remapping the garment texture M tex based on the dense pose results M iuv and U iuv ; 2) We extract the user texture U tex based on the human parsing U parse and U parse ; 3) We refine the coarse result U coarse by Texture Inpainting Network (TIN). Note that we can alternate M mask , U parse , and U tex−mask (in red boxes) to control which clothes to be swapped.
2) IMAGE INPAINTING
We convert our task to image inpainting, which has attracted great interest in the computer vision community. Image inpainting is a task to naturally recover the missing pixels in an image. The traditional methods [25] , [26] solve it by diffusing background data or copying image patches into missing regions, which cannot deal with more challenging cases such as humans and clothes. Recently, many related works [11] , [12] , [27] , [28] focused on GAN based methods, which can provide more perceptually realistic results. Liu et al. [11] and Yu et al. [12] both modified the convolution layers to better handle irregular missing regions. Nazeri et al. [28] proposed a method to recover the image based on a plausible edge map from an edge generator.
C. IMAGE-BASED VIRTUAL TRY-ON
Early works [29] - [31] for virtual try-on applications were mainly based on computer graphics technology. Though these works achieve precise physical simulation, most works require 3D measurements. Image-based virtual try-on, which can generate photo-realistic try-on results from 2D images, is more convenient and cheaper than the 3D based approaches.
Existing works in image-based virtual try-on can be divided into two groups according to the type of input. The first group takes a user image and an in-shop clothes image as the input (user and article). The second group takes a user image and a model image as the input (user and model). Both groups aim to synthesize a new image of the user wearing the clothes from the product image or the model image.
1) USER AND ARTICLE
Jetchev and Bergmann [32] proposed a conditional analogy GAN for swapping clothes by fusing Conditional GAN [33] and Cycle GAN [20] . Due to the convolutional layer lacking the capability in dealing with large spatial misalignment, the output is always blurry. To preserve the detail of garment texture, Han et al. [9] and Wang et al. [10] both geometrically deform the clothes image to match the user image for preserving the garment characteristics. However, these methods still have not solved the problem of matching different types of clothes with the user, especially for dresses and skirts.
2) USER AND MODEL
Recently, Raj et al. [5] proposed SwapNet to transfer the garment from the model to the user without in-shop clothes image. In the warping stage of SwapNet, similar to Fashion-GAN [34] , they trained a network to infer the plausible human parsing of the user in desired clothes. However, the method only supports all clothes swapping with a low output resolution (128× 128). Wu et al. [6] proposed M2E-Try On Net (M2E-TON) by converting the task into pose-conditioned human generation [13] , [24] . They first generated an image of the model in the user's pose, then refined it and added the user identity based on the dense poses [17] . They did not consider the mismatch of the skin color between the user and the output. Furthermore, extra networks are required for different types of clothes.
III. INPAINTING-BASED VIRTUAL TRY-ON NETWORK
We propose an Inpainting-based Virtual Try-On Network (I-VTON) which can flexibly transfer the selected clothes from the model image according to the user's wishes. Given a user image U and a model image M , our goal is to synthesize a photo-realistic image U , which depicts the user wearing the desired clothes extracted from M while maintaining the original pose. We extract the garment texture M tex (see Section III-A) and the user texture U tex (see Section III-B) separately, then combine them together as a coarse result U coarse and recover the missing texture to generate the final output U (see Section III-C). Furthermore, we achieve the selectivity via an interactive texture control mechanism (see Section III-D). The overall pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
A. GARMENT TEXTURE EXTRACTION
We can obtain the garment texture according to the model human parsing M parse , but the desired clothes are not aligned with the user image U . We solve this problem by utilizing the dense poses of the model and the user (denoted as M iuv and U iuv respectively). The desired clothes mask M mask can be directly extracted from M parse . If a pixel in M belongs to the desired clothes, its mask value is set to 1; otherwise 0. We obtain the desired clothes dense pose as
where indicates the element-wise multiplication, M iuv is the model dense pose, M iuv is the desired garment dense pose.
In DensePose [17] , the human body is subdivided into 24 body parts and the UV fields for each body part are defined according to the SMPL model [18] . The texture maps are obtained by mapping the pixels in 2D human images according to the UV points. These maps can be regarded as ''charts'' to build the association between the 2D human image and the 3D body surface, as shown in Fig. 3 . Though U and M are in different human poses, body shape and perspective, they can be mapped onto the common texture maps. Thus we can remap the texture maps of M according to the UV coordinates of U to ''warp'' the desired clothes of M . More specifically, we map the pixels of M onto 24 common texture maps according to M iuv and then obtain the texture of the desired clothes M tex by extracting the corresponding pixels from each texture map according to U iuv . Take font torso for example, as shown in Fig. 4 , firstly, we map the RGB pixels of the torso in M onto a 256×256 texture map according to the UV coordinates in the torso part of M iuv . Secondly, since the texture map consists of discrete pixel points, we create a 2D Delaunay triangulation of these points [35] and perform linear barycentric interpolation [36] on each triangle to get a continuous texture map. Finally, we retrieve the corresponding RGB pixels from the texture map via the UV coordinates in the torso part of U iuv .
It is inevitable that some points in M tex may have no corresponding pixels which are regarded as missing regions. Additionally, we found there is a mirror-symmetric part for each body part except torso in the dense pose. Therefore, we retrieve the pixels from both the original and symmetric texture maps which contribute to a smaller missing area of M tex , as shown in Fig. 5 .
B. USER TEXTURE EXTRACTION
For extracting more user texture, we firstly generate a plausible human parsing of U (denoted as U parse ), which contains not only the target garment information but also the user information (e.g., face and limbs). Inspired by SwapNet [5] , we use the body segmentation of U (denoted as U body ) and the human parsing of M (denoted as M parse ) as input, to infer U parse via Parsing Inference Network (PIN). Therefore, PIN is a dual-path auto-encoder, As shown in Fig. 5 . To eliminate the effect of hair class in M parse , we copy both face and hair classes from U parse into U body . Note that the dense pose result includes body segmentation, i.e., we directly obtain U body from U iuv . Now the user texture can be obtained by utilizing the user parsing U parse and the synthesized parsing U parse . More specifically, we obtain two binary masks (denoted as U mask and U mask respectively) by merging the parsing classes needed to be preserved (e.g., face and arms) from U parse and U parse separately. The user texture mask U tex−mask is the intersection of U mask and U mask :
where ∩ indicates the intersection operation. The reason we extract the mask from both U parse and U parse instead of only U parse is that U parse implicates the user's original garment information which will affect the final output. As shown in Fig. 2 , for a task to swap a half-sleeve dress (target article) from the model to a user wearing a sleeveless top, if we only use the mask from U parse , the arm texture will overlap with the sleeve texture. As a result, the final output would contain a sleeveless dress that is inconsistent with the target article. Hence the intersection operation is critical to make full use of the user texture.
C. TEXTURE INPAINTING NETWORK
After obtained the desired garment texture M tex (as mentioned in Section III-A) and the user texture mask U tex−mask (as mentioned in Section III-B), we merge them into a coarse try-on result as
where indicates the element-wise multiplication and U is the user image. The result U coarse has approximated the final output U except some missing regions which are inevitable. The task of refining U coarse can be considered as image inpainting for irregular holes [11] , [12] . Therefore, we propose Texture Inpainting Network (TIN) to recover the missing regions in U coarse . The input of the network is the concatenation of U iuv , U parse (encoded as an RGB image), and U coarse . As shown in Fig. 2, TIN is an auto-encoder with several residual blocks [37] (we use 6 blocks in our experiments). Since we obtain the mask of missing regions U hole in Section III-A, we use partial convolutions [11] for TIN with U hole . We also add the self-attention module [3] and spectral normalization [38] to further improve the results.
Inspired by the unpair-pair joint training [6] , we propose a triplet training strategy that contains the unpaired, paired, and inpainting training samples, as shown in Fig. 6 .
1) UNPAIRED SAMPLE
The unpaired sample is the same as the input during the testing stage, which includes two images of the different people wearing different clothes in different poses. Obviously, there is no ground truth in this case. Therefore, we only use a hinge version of GAN loss [39] :
where D is a discriminator, U is the user image, U is the result generated by TIN, L G is the generator loss, L D is the discriminator loss.
2) PAIRED SAMPLE
The paired sample includes two images of a person wearing identical clothes in different poses; one is U , and the other is M . Since the ground truth U exists in this case, we use perceptual loss [40] and style loss [41] , which can measure semantic differences via an ImageNet-pretrained VGG network [42] , written as follows:
where φ i is the i-th selected feature map in VGG-19 network (we use conv1_2, conv2_2, conv3_2, conv4_2, and conv5_2 in our implementation), G φ i represents the Gram matrix of the feature map φ i , U is the user image, U is the final result, L p is the perceptual loss which calculates the Euclidean distance between the feature maps of U and U , L s is the style loss which calculates the Frobenius norm of the difference between the Gram matrices of U and U . We also apply pixel-wise L1 loss [1] and GAN loss (4) for TIN. Furthermore, a skin loss L skin is introduced to ensure that the final output maintains the skin color of the user. It is defined as
where indicates the element-wise multiplication and U skin indicates the mask of the exposed skin (e.g., neck and arms) in U . The total loss L TIN for the paired sample is the sum of the above losses:
where L p is the perceptual loss, L s is the style loss, L L1 is the pixel-wise L1 loss, L G is the generator loss, L skin is the skin loss. λ p , λ s , λ 1 , λ G and λ skin are the weights for each loss.
3) INPAINTING SAMPLE
For the inpainting sample, only a single image (i.e., U and M are the same image) is required. We draw some random irregular holes on the user image U as U coarse and regard the original image U as the ground truth. We use the same objective function (8) as the paired sample. The inpainting samples ensure that TIN learns to fill the missing regions in U coarse naturally (see Section IV-F).
D. INTERACTIVE TEXTURE CONTROL
The interactive texture control mechanism achieves the garment swapping in a selective manner. Since M tex and U tex are extracted separately, the desired clothes (e.g., tops) in M can be regarded as M tex and the rest of the clothes (e.g., pants) in U can be regarded as U tex . As illustrated in Fig. 7 , we define three types of swapping ways: Top (for the upper clothes in M ), Bottom (for the lower clothes in M ), and All (for all clothes in M ). To achieve these, we alternate the desired cloth mask M mask , the user texture mask U tex−mask , and the synthesized human parsing U parse based on the classes of human parsing. If the user only hopes to try on the top of the model (refer to the first row of Fig. 7 , M mask can be obtained according to the tops class in M parse . U tex−mask can be obtained by only removing the top class for both U parse and U parse (i.e., set all as 1 except the tops and the background); The categories of pants, legs, and shoes in U parse also need to be copied to U parse as the input of TIN.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. DATASETS
We perform our experiments on LookBook dataset [43] and a subset of Multi-View Clothing (MVC) dataset [44] . All these datasets contain groups of images of the same person wearing the same clothing in different poses, and each group includes at least two images. All images are with a size of 256×256. For LookBook dataset, we select 6334 groups for training and 300 groups for testing with totally 58064 human images. For MVC dataset, we select 69249 human images labeled as dresses, tops or sweaters categories and then split them into 19000 groups for training and 598 groups for testing. We also use Zalando dataset [9] to compare our results with other methods.
For paired samples, we randomly select two images from the same group; for unpaired samples, we randomly select two images from two different groups respectively; for inpainting samples, we randomly select one image and then draw some irregular holes via a mask generation algorithm [12] .
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
we used CE2P [45] as our human parser and DensePose-RCNN [17] as our dense pose estimator. Adam optimizer [46] with β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.99 and a learning rate of 0.0002 were used for both PIN and TIN. 3×3 kernels were adopted for all convolution layers, transpose convolution was used for all upsampling layers. instance normalization [4] was chosen for all normalization layers. The weights of loss for TIN (8) were, λ p = 0.04, λ s = 0.03, λ 1 = 7, λ G = 0.05 and λ skin = 15.
Since the images in LookBook dataset are street photos, we removed the background when training TIN. Otherwise, there would be no ground truth for paired training. We also randomly clipped the limbs for the coarse result U coarse to ensure that TIN can generate more realistic limbs. More specifically, for the paired samples, some texture of arms and legs in U coarse were removed before feeding it into TIN, which is similar to the inpainting samples (see Section III-C).
C. BASELINES
Since there is no previous work to tackle the task of selective garment transfer, we choose four image-based virtual try-on methods that are most related to our work. These methods are VITON [9] , CP-VTON [10] , SwapNet [5] , and M2E-TON [6] .
VITON and CP-VTON are the state-of-the-art methods by using a user image and an in-shop clothes image as the input. They both warp the clothes image to align with the user image but differ in the way of obtaining the parameters of the thin-plate spline (TPS) [47] transformation. The former estimates the parameters by shape context matching [48] , whereas the latter by training a convolutional network [49] .
SwarpNet and M2E-TON are the state-of-the-art methods by taking a user image and a model image as the input. SwapNet first synthesizes the human parsing of the user in desired clothes and then generates detailed texture according to the synthesized parsing. M2E-TON first transfers the model image to the user's pose and then fits the desired clothes to the user via a Fitting Network.
Since VITON and CP-VTON require in-shop clothes images, we evaluate all methods on the testing set of Zalando dataset [9] . Note that SwapNet, M2E-TON and our method have not fine-tuned on this dataset.
D. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
We present visual comparisons with the baselines in Fig. 8 . VITON and CP-VTON always fail to handle the occlusion of the arms, the desired clothes with lace and the inner side of the clothes. Additionally, the generated garments sometimes are distorted due to the effect of the user's original clothes. SwapNet cannot preserve the details of the garments since it uses the downsampling textures as input. M2E-TON fails to maintain the skin colors of the user since it only utilizes the arm texture from the model image. And M2E-TON incorrectly preserves the model's hair in try-on results. Compared with the aforementioned baselines, our framework well preserves the garment details (e.g., textures and styles) and the user identity (e.g., skin color and hair). Our framework only focuses on the desired clothes when remapping the garment texture and make full use of the user texture according to human parsing, thus more reasonable and realistic try-on results are generated.
E. QUANTITATIVE RESULT
We use Inception Score (IS) [50] and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [51] , which are common metrics for related works, to evaluate the quality of try-on results. IS correlates closely with the human judgment of image quality and FID can capture the similarity between the generated images and real data. As IS seems not a suitable metric for the human generation task [9] , [13] , we also adopt Detection Score (DS) [13] to verify the performance of these methods. DS is computed by averaging the person-class detection scores of SSD [52] . It can be regarded as a measure of how much person-like for the generated images.
However, the above automatic measures cannot judge whether the desired garment has been successfully transferred to the user image. Therefore, we perform a user study to compare our method with the baselines. Following the related works [9] , [10] , we conduct pairwise A/B tests on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). For each job, workers are given a user image, a model image, and two try-on results synthesized by different methods. Then the workers are asked to pick the better result which should preserve more garment details and user identity. We randomly collected 500 comparisons from the try-on results (all in 256×192) and the workers can fulfill these tasks with unlimited time.
The quantitative comparisons are summarized in Table 1 . Higher scores are better for all evaluation metrics except FID. According to the table, SwapNet has higher IS even though its visual results are worse than others. Compared with IS, DS is more coincident with the qualitative results. And CP-VTON achieves the lowest FID. One of the reasons may be that it warps and copies the clothes images to make the distribution of its results greatly close to real data even though the results are unrealistic. Our method achieves the second-lowest FID, the highest DS and human evaluation score which indicate our framework outperforms the baselines.
F. ABLATION STUDY
We analyze the effectiveness of the triplet training strategy (Section III-C) and the skin loss (7) via two experiments.
• Ours (w/o inpaint): we remove the inpainting samples when training TIN.
• Ours (w/o skin): we remove skin loss when training TIN. As illustrated in Fig. 9 , without inpainting samples, TIN sometimes fails to recover the missing regions naturally and keep the color of the desired clothes. One of the reasons is that the inpainting sample has more reliable ground truth than the paired sample. TIN also fails to maintain the skin color of the user without skin loss which enforces a more accurate constraint for the skin. Our full-pipeline can transfer clothes in different swapping ways with the best performance. As Table 1 shows, without inpainting samples or skin loss, FID would rise by more than 16% and DS would decrease slightly, which also indicate our full-pipeline can generate more realistic human images.
G. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The architecture of I-VTON is dual-path which enables it to generate try-on results by interchanging the input images between users and models, As shown in Fig. 10 (a) . U to M means users try on the clothe from models and M to U means models try on the clothes from users. I-VTON can handle limited perspective changes, as shown in the first row of Fig. 10 (a) . For the transfer between the frontal-view and back-view, it cannot generate correct results since the provided information is insufficient. We utilize the texture from both the front and back of the desired clothes in our implementation, which only works when both sides of the clothes are similar, as shown in the second row of Fig. 10 (a) .
As shown in the third row of Fig 10 (a) , the small occlusions caused by fashion accessories such as hats, sunglasses, and bags have a slight effect on our method. And our method can still generate reasonable results for large pose change, as illustrated in the last row of Fig. 10 (a) . However, the final result may appear some white edges in the background when the region of the generated results is smaller than the user wearing the original clothes. One possible solution is to train another network to fill the missing region in the background.
Our framework is sensitive to the accuracy of the human parser and the dense pose estimator. Fig. 10 (b) shows some failure cases of our method. It always fails to generate the FIGURE 11. More qualitative results for different swapping ways. For each side, the first two columns are the model images and user images, the next three columns are the final results for three swapping ways (see Section III-D). We test our method on three public datasets. The first six rows in the left side are testing on Zalando dataset; the last four rows in the right side are testing on LookBook dataset; the rest are testing on MVC dataset. clothes with line patterns due to the prediction error of the dense pose. As shown in the second row, the shirt's logo is distorted in both the coarse and final results. It is noteworthy that TIN can recover the distorted texture from the coarse result to some extent, as shown in the first row.
It also typically fails if the clothes region in the human parsing is wrongly classified as some body parts (e.g., head, arms). The third row of Fig. 10 (b) shows that the user's sleeve is wrongly preserved since it was recognized as the arm class in the user human parsing. The last row shows that the accuracy of the human parsing for models is also crucial.
According to the limitation of our method, we aim to find a more robust texture extraction approach to reduce the failure cases in our future work. We would also extend our method to swap more fashion items such as shoes and scarfs.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel framework named Inpainting-based Virtual Try-On Network (I-VTON), which enables a user to try on different pieces of clothing in a selective manner. With the aid of an interactive texture control mechanism, our method flexibly swaps the selected clothes without training extra network. We show our framework can generate reasonable try-on results via extracting texture properly. We also validate the effectiveness of the inpainting samples and the skin loss. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons show that our I-VTON outperforms the baselines for both the garment details and the user identity. Fig. 11 shows more try-on results of our method for three swapping ways on Zalando dataset [9] , Multi-View Clothing (MVC) dataset [44] and LookBook dataset [43] .
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